New Developments in Interoperability

The IKRIS Project
IKRIS, the Interoperable Knowledge Reprepsentation
for Intelligence Support Challenge Workshop was an
DTO sponsored 18 month long project which aimed
to enable interoperability between systems in multiple DTO programs and to do so a way which enhances automated support for analysts.

KANI

Oculus’ GeoTime visualizes the inter-connectedness
of evidence over time and space in a powerful 3D
interface. Analysts quickly and easily observe patterns and relationships as they develop over time.
GeoTime’s novel visualizations let analysts quickly
grasp movement and communication of many targets and actors simultaneously.

Slate

Noöscape
Suspects are talking about some event E
Participants of E include Ramazi, Pakes, Goba, Dhaliwal, Galab.

Generates H1: E is a meeting.
Is H1 OK?
K sends H1, H1* to N
Generates H2: Pakes cannot attend meeting
and justiﬁcation H2*: cannot leave ship, etc.
Considers H2 (9)
N sends H1*, H2* to S

Considers H2 (8)
N sends H2, H2* to K

Slate produces countermodel M1 in which
Pakes leaves the ship, thereby invalidating H2
Analyst considers M1, but decides that the model is implausible.
Asks N to generate hypothesis assuming H2 is true.

The IKRIS project specified IKL, the IKRIS Knowledge
Language, and evaluated it by testing whether it
could be used to effictively share information between systems designed for different, but complementary purposes.

Generates H4: E is not a meeting.
Considers H4
N sends H4* to S for
validation

Considers H4
N sends H4 to K

Slate validates H4 based on the fact that
Goba and Galeb also cannot attend the
meeting. Produces H4*.
Analyst now believes H4 and wants to know more about participants of E. Asks N.
K1: Ramazi is alias for Ramzi
Asks K about Ramzi
N sends K1 to K
K2: Ramzi owns a warehouse
Asks K about Ramzi’s warehouse
N sends K2 to S
K3: Explosives found in Ramzi’s warehouse

The ultimate test was the IKRIS Capstone Demo in
which Slate, KANI, and Noöscape shared knowledge, hypotheses, and models. Each system was also
able to benefit from the unique capabilities of the
other participating systems. The intertheory used in
the IKRIS Capstone Demo was expressed in IKL and
each participating system was able to translate to
and from this intertheory.

Oculus’ GeoTime → Slate → GeoTime

IKRIS Capstone
Choreography - v3

Analyst reasons that the event E is a bombing event.

Choreography for the Capstone Demo, showing interoperability between systems

A portion of Case Study 4: Sign of the Crescent in GeoTime

Slate’s abilities in argument construction and hypothesis generation make interoperability with
Oculus’ GeoTime highly desirable. Bringing information from GeoTime into Slate allows for the construction of detailed arguments about and new hypotheses involving the events and targets visualized
in GeoTime. Hypotheses and models generated in
Slate can be shared and presented in stunning new
ways with GeoTime.
This interoperability is enabled by PNNL’s Visualization and Interoperable Knowledge Representation
Services (VIKRS) project, which translates between
GeoTime’s OGT format and IKL.

RPI’s Solomon ↔ Slate
Solomon is a radically new, knowledge-based, Q&A
system that transcends the limitations of existing systems by approaching real conversation with real
humans. With its semantic understanding of the information at hand, Solomon is able to answer hard
questions in all phases of the IA process and to justify its answers.

Knowledge in KANI is sent to Noöscape where a hypothesis is constructed.

Slate produces a countermodel which refutes Noöscape’s hypothesis.

SUNY Albany’s HITIQA → Slate

1) PNNL’s VIKRS translates GeoTime’s OGT file to IKL.

By leveraging Slate, Solomon is capable of producing rational, justified answers for conceptual, hypothetical, and even open-ended questions concerning
English text.
Using Solomon, Slate solves a text entailment question.

SUNY Albany’s HITIQA project of the AQUAINT
program interacts with analysts using a question and
answer (Q&A) based dialogue system. One powerful
feature of HITIQA is its ability to retrieve documents
and other materials which are particularly relevant
to the analyst’s queries, and to help narrow down the
range of documents by asking increasingly targeted,
intelligent questions of the analyst.

2) Slate imports GeoTime’s data, then generates and validates a new hypothesis.

In this early implementation, Solomon enables users
of Slate to bring English text directly (and automatically) into the workspace and reason over them
using Slate’s arsenal of logic tools.

3) PNNL’s VIKRS translates Slate’s generated hypothesis (in IKL) back to OGT.

HITIQA is able to export relevant portions of documents as XML frames. Frames are snippets of documents marked with semantically meaningful attributes, and describe events such as attacks, collaborations, constructions, and many others.
XML

Empowered by Solomon, Slate reads and solves the Dreadsbury Mansion Mystery.

Given the appropriate schemata and XML document
descriptions, frames from HITIQA can be expressed
in a convenient XML format, and this XML can be
read and imported by Slate.

Relational Databases → Slate
IKL, Vivid-CL and Translations Graphs.

Empty Signature

(add-sort Person)
Sorts: Person
Functions:
(add-sort Time)
Sorts: Time, Person
Functions:
(add-functor P_I)
Intertheory
Sorts: Time, Person
Functions:
P_I
(deﬁne-relation
(P_4 t1 a b t2)
=
(P_1 a b t1 t2))

(deﬁne-relation
(P_3 x y)
=
(exists (t1 t2) (P_I t1 x y t2)))

We also recently began work on a system of translation graphs to describe the automatic generation of
bridging axioms between systems. Translation
graphs capture the ontology and representation
format of choice for each system. Systems are then
bridged, the set of bridging axioms, or translation
rules, are built incrementally.

Latest Developments in Slate
The strength of arguments constructed in Slate can
be evaluated with respect to proofs, models, and
databases that can either affirm, support, weaken,
deny the arguments. For instance, information in a
database may invalidate a seemingly sound and
valid argument by directly contradicting one or
more of the arguments premises or conclusion.

Inferences supported and refuted by proofs and models, respectively

(deﬁne-relation
(P_2 x y)
=
(exists (t1 t2 t3 t4) (and (P_I t1 x y t2) (P_I t3 y x t4))))

(deﬁne-relation
(P_1 x y t1)
=
(exists (t2) (P_I t1 x y t2)))

Sorts: Time, Person

Sorts: Time, Person

Sorts: Time, Person

Sorts: Time, Person

Functions:
P_4
P_I

Functions:
P_3
P_I

Functions:
P_2
P_I

Functions:
P_1
P_I

(remove-functor P_I)
Group 4
Sorts: Time, Person

(remove-functor P_I)

(remove-functor P_I)

Sorts: Time, Person

Sorts: Time, Person

Functions:
P_3

Functions:
P_2

Functions:
P_4

HITIQA produces an XML file which is loaded by Slate and analyzed.

An astonishing amount of information is contained
in myriad databases from just as many sources. Usually, these databases are developed independently
and there is no provision for sharing knowledge between the organizations and agencies which maintain them.

Sorts:
Functions:

Most interoperability to date between Slate and
other systems has been achieved using IKL. IKL is
flexible, highly expressive, and designed with interoperability in mind, but makes no explicit provisions for representing visual information. Ongoing
and future development is and will be based on
Vivid-CL, an extension to the ISO Standardized
Common Logic (CL). Vivid-CL is designed from the
ground up to support visual information.

4) GeoTime imports and represents the hypothesis.

(remove-sort Time)

(remove-functor P_I)
Group 1
Sorts: Time, Person
Functions:
P_1

(remove-sort Time)

Group 3

Group 2

Sorts: Person

Sorts: Person

Functions:
P_3

Functions:
P_2

Four ontologies are translatable to a common intertheory using translation graphs.

Leveraging much of the past interoperability work
with other software systems, we have begun to
attack the problem of reconciling disparate database
systems. The system of translation graphs that we
pioneered while working with GeoTime is particularly well suited to describing the transformations
that must take place to move information between
databases and other software systems.
Though database interoperability is still in early
stages, our initial results are very promising. Within
Slate, a connection is opened to a MySQL database
containing information about the manufacturers and
specifications of a number of modern passenger airplanes. The database is shown as a single icon in
Slate, but acts as an oracle which can affirms or
denies arguments.

Slate verifies and refutes inferences by issuing queries to a MySQL database.
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